
Appendix 9 

BNC Concordance lines for /st/ 

Note: In this sample of concordance lines, the corpus software has included a small number 
of onset /stɹ/ words. However, as the present study tests the association between onset /st/ 
words and <<strength and stoicism>> (/stɹ/ being, in principle, the prosody associated with 
<<straightness>>), I exclude any /stɹ/-<<strength and stoicism>> words from the corpus 
analysis.  

, is desirable but not essential. A high standard of literacy, however, will be required.

Fund for Nature and Greenpeace, which had staged lengthy public campaigns in favour of preserving

and 37 per cent of hydrocarbons. The study showed that children in the UK" regularly

exception of Britain and Japan who appear still to favour the minerals convention. Greenpeace

certainly were not in Britain and the United States - to encourage among the labourers the

attributed to the demands made on electronically stored information by local and national governments

satisfied: (1) That the document containing the statement was produced by the computer during a period

July-August 1990: 176). So anyone who wants to study competition, travel and world capitalism

folded in three columns in his wardrobe, the striped shirts in one pile, the plain whites in

out tomorrow, I couldn't out tomorrow and start doing it . Oh no because you wouldn't That

space, it's moving all the time. All those stars are moving. Not quickly as far as we can

n't done the important things! You've been straining at gnats, Jesus said, and yet, you've allowed

very hard. Switch this off shall I. It's still going round. Well I have to dash The item

soon as you drive that car becomes yours. Straightforward conversation wife to wife, well again she

seemed to be dissolving away within the strength and power of his embrace. She sighed as

if I hadn't risked both life and limb by stepping in to help you. So don't give me that line

suggesting: that I make up some nice little story ? That I tell lies, Fran, to save my neck

is customary, is referred to as a set of standard conditions of purchase. It will be treated

the buyer will himself take the necessary steps in relation to the safety of the goods.

except where a warrant of execution is issued straight away (Ord 22, r 1(3)). The admissions

in short. Reformulations are not always strict paraphrases. In Sperber and Wilson

It is also worthwhile to bear in mind the standard of repair which it was stated in Proudfoot

Durant and Fabb claim that Literary studies in action is a pedagogical tool which can

if the stamp is legible. Such a form or stamp is unlikely to be immediately effective

doctors will be aware of this, it should still be referred to directly in the letter of

without, if necessary, complying with the strict requirements of s89). (14) Section 104

directions emphasise, Anderson's anger is strongly conveyed through the one physical action

that you see so much of it, not just like staff like training managers and everything,

hands, pushing, changing sides and then straightening up again. So the first thing we do is to

fear that this might mean softening water standards - which have proved something of a bane

Greenpeace has called on the government to take steps to discourage growth in vehicle pollution

were regarded as failures by the Bank's own staff . The report, Effective implementation

emergency cooling system [see ED 63], has been strongly criticized in Denmark. Barsebäck

international effort to clean up the Gulf and to study the long-term effects of the spills and

themselves or through a hired contractor, by the start of next year. Under the Lalonde scheme



In contrast to other proposals, the WARM study comes down against kerbside collection

grim satisfaction in knowing he felt the strain every bit as much as she did. But what

' `What a ridiculously patronising statement to make,' she said uneasily. `You didn't

am not such a man.' Caroline looked straight at him. `No,' she said, with a polite smile

ruins. `The Roman Forum.' Caroline stared back over her shoulder. The Forum, she

the length of it to the platform and turn, step , step, turn. It wasn't as awful as

It was a long speech, but only one point stood out in Sophie's mind. She stared at Dawn

sitting-room. `I doubt it. Even if your memory starts functioning by then the forecast is diabolical

the car. He fairly hauled her along the street afterwards, giving her no time for nerves

the little buildings of Kowloon. Kai Tak stretched ahead, runway strip in the harbour lit

the way they w well they, they could not stand up and criticize the landlord th the, the

the penalty area and Pemberton cleared. Still , the final whistle was a great relief.

knife. He was lucky it wasn't him that got stuffed .' `I don't give a shit about fucking

to interpret for the deaf. Programme = stoday 22.10.93 18.30 An Asian man who was forced

for the coronation of the late king, and I stayed . I started doing fashion design at the

's Court, for papers of inquest. I start telephoning. As I do so I gaze at Kyle

with lengths of thin pink ribbon. recipe starts here Method recipe ends here Happy Whale

afterwards (we won 2-1). So Ronny might still go for a trial at Leeds - he is no Neil

known as `attachment theory', suggest a strong causal relationship between the person's

There are fewer hazards in this picture, but still enough to get you thinking. The prizes

there would be no give-away noise of the starter- and drove steadily for several miles. Almost

I referred to last year over our Lombard Street offices. We succeeded in negotiating a

of over 600:1. 3.13 Data Compression Standards Data compression is so vital to the future

assume he did not pick it up on Southfields Station !' He looked up at Robert. `You have

condition it must first be recognized and then a strategy to move backwards a step at a time until

competition. `So, since work yielded neither stimulation nor serious reward, I concentrated on my

counter `bureaucratic perversion' within the state machine, though as Bettelheim has noted

inside the castle. We don't have time to stand and fight. Bernice, please!' Thomas

certainties, conventions, taboos, roles, system, style , category, predictability, form, structure

Vice-Provost as more fully meeting the needs of students , employers and society, and was presented

personal answer: `Like jesting Pilate, I stay not for an answer: though the question

?' Loretta agreed. The part of her story about the pressure of Government cuts was

surface. It was stone which was not true stone , and she continued to question that oddity

grabbed his tie. Then he ran down Stuart Street . Pointy-Beard never did make it to

to spend his little money on. Around each stall there were usually people talking, and

to end. I still want him, she thought; I still want him to take me in his arms, hold me

she finished in a wild rush as his eyes stopped at her breasts and lingered unforgivably

its own colours. I dignify it with titles stolen from tidy strips of paint samples, one

difficult to estimate and would require too much storage . One approximation that is often used is

low-level patio behind the elegant five storey house, the garden is dominated by two high

masculine club? Would any direct action stem from promptings of age or gender? Worst

Inspection when required. Looking like a standard industrial plant - albeit a large one -

preemptive strike. Though true, this has never struck Democrats as sufficient reason for another

responses through statistical analysis. The statistical order is then related to our original hypothesis



when the ALP had regained power within the state after 27 years in opposition [see p. 31634

release prohibited her from issuing public statements and from associating with others arrested

Minister; Co-operatives Alex Shapi Secretary of State for Defence and Security Lt.-Gen. Hanniah

understanding on the origin, evolution and structure of the universe. INTERNATIONAL VATICAN

deeds is the Encyclopaedia of Scottish Legal Styles . This is a wonderful work, but the part

research projects, and Edinburgh University students on RBGE premises. Workstations in the specialist

function, it will produce a substantial statistical digest of basis data which is designed

to assist the shipbuilding research and statistical analysis. Award Title: Commercial banks

Marketing, sales and distribution; Management studies This project is an examination of marketing

survey to study the effects of managerial strategies and structures on trade union activity

Centre's primary resource for publications, study groups, discussion meetings, workshops,

specific classes of shares. It should also state the percentage of shareholding offered

Strategy Services to undertake a comprehensive strategic review. 0602.22 First meeting or contact

strolling and even the return of Dublin striker Roddie Collins from suspension and the

re-elected. No major change in the strength of all the main constitutional parties

off soon to France with the British World Student Games squad for a series of preparatory

cautioned against reading too much into the statistics . The data does not include Britain

respectively. Today the judges effectively stated that the `public emergency' in Northern

use of barriers is already under way to stop the bombers. Some traders voice concern

Socio-legal studies Discipline: 12: Socio-legal studies ; 05: Political science and international

contacts with experts in research methods and statistics . Award Title: Nature's advocates: the
relations; Unemployment; Labour economics; 
Area studies ; Marriage and family; Demography and population

in September will include a time-series study of marketing in a sample of high technology

following their trail. The rope was still thrumming and protesting tautly as Larsen

you when it's all over.' With an effort he stopped himself from adding, ' I hope!' Larsen

the sp across the diagonal of Road. The stile is stopped up and, and res erm children

the Orion Group as a whole.' Books for Students wins television supply contract Against

(which had opposed Egypt's strong pro-US stance during the Gulf War) remained the sole

reflect the country's relative economic strength . Voting rights are related to shareholdings

financial areas. This would be subject to strict regulation and only banks would have access

of whom is an absolute monarch in his own state ). Decisions of the Council require the

opposition parties and groups issued a joint statement in which they denounced what they described

domestic agenda continued to damage the standing of Bush, whose opinion poll ratings had

Jacques Lanxade, 56, was named Chief of Staff of the Armed Forces in place of Gen. Maurice

other trade union organizations on Nov. 7 staged a 12-hour general strike in support of

Gen. O. P. Malhotra, former Army Chief of Staff , was appointed Governor of Punjab. Malhotra

still needs to be discussed". His statement came after reports that Kurdish leaders

the government banned the heads of state structures from commercial activities. Introduction

guerrillas and the establishment of an Islamic State in April [see pp. 38847-48]. Ahmed Shah

Foreign Ministries were to negotiate the status of troops on Commonwealth of Independent

political. The very agony of the common state , its gradual collapse, or an unruly break-up

stony-hearted. Mr. Wray Yes, they are stony-hearted . I have taken a long look at local

to add to the point that I made about the statement . The hon. Gentleman's allegation about
wanted. Please contract MR M LAWSON-
FINCH, ` St. Cyres', 20 Downs View Road, Seaford, E



very long way to go. Which is why Mr H is still frightened to return and continues his

enough time to be well ahead of her before starting out. Ellen halted at a short wooden

stool and into the blackness of a drunken stupor . But, oh, what a wakening! I felt as if

. I'm on security.' In reception a stunning blonde girl who should either be a White

Trust Mr. Pawsey To ask the Secretary of State for Health how many additional patients

Mr. John Evans To ask the Secretary of State for the Environment what method he will

to consider the prospects for thin slab steel production, but unfortunately there has

Would it not be easier to offer a straight-line reduction, giving 25 per cent. capital

I explained to the House in my uprating statement , where we have instead thought it more

import tariffs and quotas, or technical standards and government purchasing contracts which

Engineering COuncil and British Rail, on new stations in West Yorkshire. It also aims to consolidate

reversible. Every social relationship entails a state of indebtedness just as every state of

elections of October. The party manifesto stressed the importance of the link within the UK

little trace. After c.973 all the pennies struck at numerous mints throughout the country

with Cnut too, can be traced in his work, stressing that he modified his views on royal sanctity

and lists four vices in which the old can still show some vitality: without, however, developing

have collected together (the events in the story , the biography of an author, etc.) are

is not a performative and" does not even, strictly speaking, convey a report of an illocutionary

factors contributed to the idea that the EC still had potential to be a dynamic body in the

Bibliogr,: Roehampton. Centre for Access Studies Roehampton Institute of Higher Education

funds). The new display group has started rehearsals for the 30th Anniversary but

to Brenda. Due to high winds the chimney stack became unsafe. Brenda pointed this out

local employers and of course potential students . General brochures may well include: (1

central. All teachers of history at Key Stage 2 need to develop links with their local

pictures in particular often contain several storylines within them. Sometimes there are" sub-plots

the whole site, it may be far better to structure a worksheet around the investigation of

as a limited disease, most cases being in stage I-IIE, the morphohistological subtype seems

and sensitivity values were calculated and statistical analysis was performed using the Mann-Whitney

decision was taken by all fifty members at the start and forty members at the finish, and I'm

the Holy Spirit. So Coleridge is denying a strong element of Christian theology. Instead

live. `Of course. Silly of me.' He stood and turned towards the front of the house

endoscopy were eligible for entry into this study . Those having emergency gastroscopy were

talk about Halloween trick or treating and stuff like that. Because er most of the year

enzymes and lysosomal hydrolases. This study has shown that cholesteryl esters can disrupt

were fixed in buffered formol saline, and standard paraffin sections were examined after staining

data structures of the module, a new data structure was defined and used, then all would be

function for Quality Assurance, as more stringent quality checks can be performed if it is

LIFESPAN, which defines the root of the structure to be checked/updated. Root Package Password

and fed (B) activity. Morphologically the stomach is similar to that seen with a conventional

release was at a maximum in the untreated state . After each injection of octreotide, fasting

abdominal discomfort, flatulence, and loose stool . She had a normochromic anaemia, and a
Australians always had VW Dormobiles. (You 
can still buy one cheap in the car park round the

2, 3, and 4 diffuse weak, moderate, and strong staining, respectively. Grading was done

variations in design and analysis. In a crossover study of evening primrose oil and placebo in



Style The development of the classical style of architecture with trabeated construction

the wood plank fittings when the moveable stage was in use. The Roman adaptation included

Ooh,' went Tuppe. The Cadillac was standing in the middle of a small grassy field.

, was Rudolf Hess, flying over Scotland, still . Fast and low and nervous. There ahead,

end he was aware of a frightful, blinding, stunning pain in his head, and then nothing.

circumferential erosions or ulcerations; strictures ). Oesophageal manometry and acid

endoscopically with biopsy. Treatment was started with systemic prednisolone 40 mg twice

trigger identifying, in conjunction with the structure , the option to be conveyed. Feedforward

wriggling with pleasure as she approached. Stooping to pat him, she glanced into the porch.

Returns on equities and fixed interest stocks By virtue of having a prior claim on

discovery; unfortunately, most of them were stolen from the Cabinet des Medailles in Paris

straightforwardly naturalistic ways and into more stylised modes in which, for example, emotions and

female, the real boss! Thinking beyond the starting point As a starting point the role can

follow his inner vision. His search for a style of living which would enable him to cultivate

papers of the foreign ministry as well as studying foreign languages and history. From this

western visitor facilities, they tend to be still family-run without the refinement of modern

Executive shall provide the Secretary of State with a full report on the Agency's performance

currently being prepared. At present there is no standard submission form, applicants being asked

ours.' Vine-Lott claims that the Glasgow Stock Exchange actually handles a greater volume

said Gus, and licked lips suddenly dry and stiff with retrospective fear. `I know what to

Aurae Phiala is our life. Are you going to stay a little while, now you're here? You should

the pier. `I watched because they were a striking couple. He had red hair and she was beautiful

There's a display of shrugging, nodding and stroking chins, so Rufus keeps at them: `Well, what

turned his damp face towards me, pink and stupid in his unbuttoned uniform, could only be

her husband's gold credit card, then she straightened up and picked up the bag. `We go

she had a twin. `We should go - you still have to pack a case.' `Don't forget

determined again. `You'd better take me to the station , then. I'll catch a train.' `You

specialisation should be discouraged (although study in depth was still desirable in the sixth

of a high one) on tests with ever higher standards , they will constantly be increasing their

the blowing mist Walk the ridges of ruined stone . What humbles these hills has raised The

cleaner at a block of offices in Upper Thames Street . She stopped a police car and pointed to

765-785 when Ecgberht II of Kent granted to St. Andrews of Rochester, ten Sulings at Halling

the works. The men working on this pumping station would often work 114 hours in a week, for
progressive series, moving from simple to 
complex stages , bore little resemblance to traditional

the door to the kitchen. " Oh. Why are you still in your dressing-gown? Are you ill?"

," Very easy to use"," No problems" and" Straightforward ". In addition there were about 20 interesting

suggests that the short-term objective is a step on the way to the long-term objective.

rocky beach. You can carefully plan each step , or you can run along much faster, adjusting

required Eggbert is the lion whose mark is stamped on British egg boxes to show they are of

higher the order, the greater the risk. The statistics in these countries contained too few births

poor anchorages. We had sailed from Stornoway earlier on a perfect summer's evening.

customs cutter Vent D'Aval ordered her to stop . When she failed to respond the French

me for the goods. I have never had much stomach for fighting and I certainly did not relish

wagged fingers at you if you as much as stuck a big toe over the side of the bed.



constrained. They obtain an expression for the stress as a function of time &formula; In this

the picture gain importance, although I still the black and white ones. Er, now you've

going in the opposite direction, simply to stand still. This is a fundamental change of

around it. By that summer Miles had started taking his unasked-for post with EVO seriously

where are you and your green-eyed friend staying , then?' he asked. `Somewhere in Blairgowrie

forced upon us, it must be that eternal struggle against an ever-growing tangle of cables

took in his audience with one heavy-lidded stare . `I urge you all to be most careful. There

chosen not to bring their spouses to what was still a danger zone. Mrs Goreng was by no means

expected group modes, the GeF 2 antisymmetric stretch and the GeH 2 rock; both are due to whole-molecule

fourposter bed, an oaken wardrobe, a table, stool and chair, whilst the arrow-slit windows

joined us, Mandeville insisted that we go straight to the library. We left the guest

breath foul, her stools appalling and her stomach distended. Just what you want in a pet

I believe it did did happen. Mhm. ghost stories Ah I don't ken there's not really an an

end which is suitable for looking at the stars and planets. It's also a piece of ex W
susceptible to passing information than the 
senior staff . And it's not just a problem for the bank

agreed between student and supervisor and students are expected to adhere to the contract

Stage 1 Generic Sciences modules provide a starting point for those students with little or

Chambers that will make all well.' Still he looked glum. `Perhaps you need

of proceeding with such respect for the status quo in the countryside was the decline

physics, chemistry and geology. St Andrews, Strathclyde , Aberdeen, Durham and Dundee are in the

titles, such as common geographical and stratigraphical names; or regional studies including narrower

patterns that, if confirmed regularly across studies , could stand as statements of empirical

elements along the continuum, none of the standard arithmetic operations can legitimately

jurisdictions is the so-called `otherwise qualified' standard or `bona fide occupational requirement'

armed forces were not fully committed to the struggle until after D Day, and it is this gap in

several investigators have attempted to stage events which would be expected to induce

delicate pink shrimps piled high and tiny strips of raw carrot arranged to give a starfish

being normal again. Dr Connor thought if he stayed down there it might help.' `Because

was not, however, the luxuriance of his style or language which his former mentor, Louis

n't know me. They didn't know I wouldn't steal money like that. People always blame the

up in Camden Town and asked in the tube station for directions to the shelter. Somebody

crop well until the second year. Strawberry plants deteriorate after three years of

only generate anxiety, despair. The Bride strips herself, glowing with pleasure at seeing

evening because of rain. The Edinburgh student appeared too consistent and resilient for

on value of these methods. METHOD FEMALE
STERILISATI
ON Occasional failures occur HOW IT WORKS

numbers are not an infallible guide to good stainless steel cutlery, what is? Medlock gives the

his contemporaries in turn dominating his style .' Another book about the age of Dürer

their gospel. But here they are, at the start of chapter 16, wishing aloud that God had

master baker and, in one of the many family stories Mark had heard at his grandfather's knee

style, energy and the future. The young Stones ? Maybe, but empty promises are not on the

ads Fashion, like politics and the Dutch student population, travels in cycles. A look is

Heaven . Koons plans to produce, direct and star in it himself. `What the film wants to

noticed the changing water level. It crept stealthily towards him over the mud, advancing, retreating

mind that one day I would return there. I started learning Catalan and reading fine modern



When I gave my first class, Manuela stood up as soon as I entered, and in beautiful

president and Commander-in-Chief of the United States military forces to replace you as Supreme

birth control. Eventually, in 1921 Marie Stopes opened the first birth control clinic.

not crucial to either explanation of the structural changes which occurred in British politics

thus effectively confining women to this state of impurity for twelve to fifteen days

that moment Aunt Louise had seemed almost a stranger , her mannerisms and glances unfamiliar,

golden foliage to contrast with the red stems of `Westonbirt' dogwood. At patch of Ajuga

played one of the most moving versions of ` Stardust ' that I ever heard. During the Thirties

Club Cup. FitzGerald aims to make his St Leger runner-up one of the classier recruits
HAMMERTON is a sixth form pioneer. She has 
just started at Luton Sixth Form College, in Bedfordshire

unfamiliar feeling of pleased anticipation stirring inside him; he was really looking forward

I found myself watching the wheel. Small stones , sticking to the rim, became dislodged

have already had their lunch. The walkers still have some finger nails left and don't have

the sound of heavy breathing from their stock must rival that of a porn cinema.

of 1987 Kenneth Baker, the Secretary of State for Education and Science, referred to
introduction of the GCSE as a much more 
dramatic step in the same direction. At a time when the

over a boulder, immediately opens into a straight passage with a high roof providing very

of glaciers, have helped shape the very structure of our landscape. When man arrived, rivers

Barbarossa as Emperor, in the cloisters of St Zeno Convent. `But I dare not leave my

St Andrew's, across the green, stood five sturdy old houses, built of that pleasantly sunny

it was precisely to change attitudes, to stress individual responsibility - you're on your

of the criminal laws, in giving tenants a stake and a say in public housing, in educational

and try the sleeves. He could hardly stand still for the two minutes it took to slip them

Before you know it you are back where you started , in the armchair in front of the television

such as we have mentioned above. Better still , have one form of complex carbohydrate

the people who remain on earth will not still deeply regret their passing. A fervent

Bucephalus was a tall, black Arabian stallion with a white star. He had been bred by

exercise all day is less likely to stand still for the farrier than one that has just

Iranians he had failed in his mission `to start the process of healing between our countries

pretty in her own way, he conceded. Leila stood behind the girl, hands on her shoulders

relative is to receive an honour. On the stroke of eleven, she bustles into the room, accompanied

better in 1979 than they ever did in the stateless age. Good communications facilitated statelessness

property of any one dynasty, and the emperors strove to make of the Church an instrument of

gallery and catch you up at the door to the stock-room . I must explain my ruse for prising so

with difficulty on the small crooked figure standing in front of him. `What is it now,

picnic places. Rights of common are still exercised in both forests. In the New Forest

PETER BURNS, head of the Sheffield World Student Games organisation, has been dismissed

empty but the older part now houses grain storage bins. Part of the wall is constructed from

of a long association between Biddle and Stratford Mills, the site being adopted as his main

truly fireproof mills in the country. BELOW: Stanley Mill in 1987, but it could have been in

Kossuth in turn endeavoured to create a much stronger popular nationalist alliance of classes

changed, admissions exceeded the 1980 Act standard number. If the 1989-90 actual intake is

orchards, now part of a large farming combine, stretched across a little hill. The Wadi El Gharbi

al-Rumaneh. The men in the picture were staring straight in front of them, dedicated to a new cause



the United States. Most US nuclear power stations are Pressurized Water Reactors of the same

newsletter as we feel fit! If you do have strong opinions about any aspect of the newsletter

back bile and continued. Where their street had been was a wasteland. Not one solitary

it and replaced the seal, however it is still leaking some oil. Can I avoid renewing

seven tries. Tony, on the Leicester right, started it five yards from his own line with a

calibre of inspectors it wants on salaries starting at about £15,000. It has been negotiating

takes a hold, the radiators themselves may start to leak, and the overall effect is to reduce

final passivation - the last layer of the IC structure which protects the works against mechanical

Chancellors' proposal (29 September) to charge students full-cost fees will doubtless create protests

it gets noisier by the minute. There is still no sign of either Bill or Ricky. In fact

leather jackets barging the queue at petrol stations , the elderly aren't so much objects of

it right to the edge or it will ooze out. Stack the other two layers on top, covering each

the village of Pitres, our second night's stop , we rode through sage- and mint-scented

his life wrote light verse. Frank Stanley Morgan was born in 1893 at Seoul in Korea

in the Six-Day War. But then du Pre was stricken with multiple sclerosis and the fairytale

Spain by the Moors and now a legacy of their stunning architecture. Gibraltar Only an hour

to succeed. If you want Britain to stay the same then you probably won't like this

If anyone claims to be making a factual statement , then they ought to be able to state what

loose-lay & pipe insulation Space-saving stairways , electric folding stairs, spirals and traditional

neither hurricane nor Louis would be able to stop . He loaded the second Greener. Less

were married eventually on 29 December in St Cuthbert's Church, Edinburgh, in the little

force for change. It promotes a more open style of management and ultimately greater trust

most valuable household goods (like your stereo equipment and video). It even covers your

alter your currently successful business strategy . Nor will we expect to interfere with your

the jacket. Happily for Geoff McQueen's Stay Lucky (Yorkshire) small black notebooks

gap between engineering industry and the students they wish to recruit. Introducing

home front his business experiences should stand him in more than good stead: cobblers is

conquer his nerves and indulge in the creative style that brought him this far. The semi-final

the precipice, stinking of goat: these are stacked with piles of skins for tanning, which

the St Luke Passion by Penderecki and the St John by Arvo Part, Messiaen's Transfiguration

a midnight start to the fourth and final stage . Spanish Toyota driver Carlos Sainz

lying down. They have issued an eight-page statement , which exonerates their members and puts

questions, because it forces one to ask which style of research is better suited to overcoming

in the main to the guard room inside the station , with only full-time reserve policemen

Madrid and finally Vienna, the human rights standards laid down at Helsinki were refined and

absorption. The bureaucracy certainly needs streamlining : the immigrants are met initially by the

IWOULD agree that male and female stereotypes portrayed in cartoons are equally abhorrent

uncle Bernard led another through the Great St Bernard Pass. The access to Lombardy had

where it settled in 1977. The anchor is still the city's mark. There is a spectacular

set of `use' categories with appropriate standards covering a wide range of possible uses;

together and bound with sinew to create a bow ` stronger , tougher, more elastic, and more durable

was required to submit annual financial statements to the Board; a major increase in the administrative

distance away. Whilst the rocket missiles were still on there way, in October 1962, President

in full-back Mapletoft. This Loughborough student , a talented soccer player who declined



dancers vulgarised and exaggerated every step . Of course they are wonderful technicians

lightweight structure of four small-diameter steel tubes and a stressed aluminium skin.

Mrs Howlett were present when 91 Branch Standards were paraded on the evening of 13 July

offers excellent entertainment. Well-chosen stories are illustrated with some interesting photographs

risen at dawn each day, when the sky was still apricot-coloured and swum naked and alone

was of use to the poet, since as such its strength and currency was established and purged

coded criticism of the Prime Minister's strident , dogmatic style. The administration became

move away from project loans and towards structural adjustment loans in the 1980s does not

Union - Working for Today's Musicians'. Sting Of course, there are all sorts of slogans

which reflects his design philosophy and style . In September 1983 Habitat Mothercare

with Prabhaben, see Chapter 7, `Sisters in Struggle '.) Of about 50 employees, 40 are Asian

the societies of men. This use of attire, stands by the very ordinance of God; who, as he

Nicholas, the parish church of Liverpool. His stipend was £200 a year. The Parish Minister

at another university. Most of the stipend at Durham came from the canonry. Therefore

Rome, but then gave way to more primitive stoppers . Medieval paintings show twists of cloth

pair of dark sunglasses. At £164.99, it's still a sizeable investment but French Connection
developments in Gothic instigated at Hammer's 
Bray Studios (although Roeg had also worked, as a cameraman

the Church is frankly absurd.' He still feared polarisation and the creation of

of oven-to-tableware in solid stainless steel with gold-plated handles. Various

foul-tasting mixture that curdled in his stomach and sat there all day in a poisonous knot

together for a long time. He's such a huge star now that I was actually nervous when I

prices) most young single professionals still live at home with their parents and have

public certification of the title with the stamp on a coin, which attests the genuineness

palpable. We weren't trouble, just lost. ` Straight on,' she shouted back. She was right

first time Mr Gorbachev has shown his brutal streak . But every time he has used force in the

with an eye on the 350,000 Soviet troops still sitting in Germany. But would it

psychometric and experimental methods to the study of personality, long regarded as a soft

because the constitution separates church and state . Another example: the empowerment

about a conviction that though alone I was strong . Thenceforward I was always wanting to

, he no longer owns the house; but he is still liable for interest on the loan, until

Schoolly D's. But any vertiginous feelings are stabilized almost immediately by the rhetoric that

Algox days. Was he still rushing up and down stairs shouting at the top of his voice in case

broadcast via a video link to hundreds more standing spellbound in a field. `We have not

popular rides such as Big Thunder Mountain and Star Tours had waits of an hour or more.

his haunches to examine a putt. Instead, stiff legged, he merely bends at the waist like

easing in United Stocks monetary policy that strengthened the yen against the dollar, and higher

when we get to the Cruz del Condor, people start saying, `Go on then, aren't you going to

lad!' she whispered huskily. `You must not stay . They'll be angry, sure. Away you go -

shot using a digital blood pressure reader: still uses a cuff and pad but readout is digital

pockets and stepped a little behind her as she strode . No one else seemed to be about, although

is a chance for them. Over every railway station the flag of Hope waves bright, while day

was provided by the Midland Grand Hotel. St Pancras was the undisputed King, or more

British who were able to create syncretic styles which became distinctively Indian. Ceylon

Tokyo, they came close to it. The central station at Melbourne, Flinders Street, built in



depending on your current decompression status . The dive log screen displays maximum depth

stars shine upon this earth. And higher still we ascended, by thinking inwardly and speaking

forty-five years NEWS Abortion Information: Students Still Determined On Wednesday, January

wore Ben Sherman shirts and Levis. These styles can be seen in the pictures of mod rallies

re-entered the vast lobby of the Hilton Newman stopped , then moved to the right into the sitting

that way?' She trembled as he stared straight at her, and not with the cold. `I'm sorry

with books from their stacks. I chose the St Edmund Hall book I did because it was by

symbolic of his influence. Selling such statements to thirteen-year-old girls is something

one member of the McLaren-Honda management standing by Prost's car on the grid in Spain while

House Rebuilt in the mid-18th Century, it stands on the site of an earlier house in which

your lonely way home. If there is no police station to hand, go to a public place, such as

and writing for television; Carwen House Studio (Cornwall) runs week-long landscape painting

economic recovery. What lay behind the urban strategy of the 1980s therefore was the discipline

For 13 years the forces of Hooraydom have stalked the land, set free by a government that

even smaller mammals. They will, as will stoats , penetrate into a doe rabbit's breeding

character, asked questions as boxers do when staring each other down. Leaving this community

inherently brittle and lack the mechanical strength or toughness needed for high stress use

to make more noise than the rest of the stadium . Then the American announcer said, `The

I first met Ben Johnson at the Alexander Stadium in Birmingham just prior to the Commonwealth

polished table with benches on either side stood in the middle of the rush-strewn floor.

the Empress Agnes, the Countess Matilda, St Margaret, the Empress Matilda, Queen Eleanor

the architects' system of 75% at tender stage can assist cash flow. On large jobs where

not reflected directly in the number of stones required, as very few curlers have their

process of production almost comes to a standstill ; people live on old stocks which have survived

hiding place, it will make for this and then stay concealed, alone, waiting for the threat

been in, the wreckers and blasters, the strippers and refitters. The attitudes and assumptions

switchboard or reception, you should also state your name. 2 Ask for the caller's

Nevertheless, the questions themselves, at this stage , will be the main focus, and also at this

rest of the task in the hanging paragraph style , tapping Enter twice after each paragraph

determination and control in its present state of evolution. Dominating it, of course,

for the building of the College, became a stagnant Ditch, which in process of time dried up

bin outside Ron Preston's house in Bridge Street . Ron retrieved the can and `put it straight

later man is shaken out of his unconscious state and is led to his ultimate awakening.

the other day.' `So someone tried to stop you. It happens all the time. How d'you

Because this writing was very much the style from which our modern everyday hand has

infertile soil. The hill on which Carewscourt stood was the frontier, the edge of the wilderness

he opened the door he saw the official, stripped naked, leaning over the bath. It was a

their only real drawback, but obviously the style of architecture did not suit Hope's taste

behaviour, as indicated by the official criminal statistics . In the second section problems associated

extracts are ordered so as to follow the structure of the earlier chapters. Thus, extracts
management', Sammon, William L; (in), 
Handbook of strategic planning ; eds. J T Gardner, R Rachlin

area of environmental scanning and business strategy are similar in many respects to those of

study science in higher education. Most studied mining and geology, areas vital to Namibia

recommendations go on to prove themselves of sterner stuff. They come close to enjoining all



intellect and to ask whether the organisms they study are, as we presume ourselves to be, something

all four forms of cooker. There is still no study that describes what families at

the ICMESA plant neglected to add water to stop a reaction producing trichlorophenol (TCP

to invest in research a push to persuade state research bodies to do more contract work

Balfour had ridden on a motor car from Downing Street to the House of Commons, the start being

Islands, Lord Carrington (no details of the state of his vision) resigned, carriers were

much calcium chloride in it. As a result, steel reinforcing in the concrete has corroded
populations which flourish and decline, evolve 
and stagnate , as co-terrestrials with man and the other

persevered and now has three assistants from the students at the university helping him. They regularly

says that `Phillips was fooled from the start '. But Mark Shafer, who worked with Phillips

has its particular attractions; wherever a student is based, the surrounding area is waiting

disciplines which the student may not have studied at first degree level. Direct entry to

door and was immediately engulfed by the steam from the cauldron within. Before entering

for storage, to prevent scratching. Pens: Staedler - Lumicolour 315 washable ink pens (water

his lead the next day, for this first full stage , a circuit through the Basque country,

because I was treating Bronwen and David for ` stress '. Although the aromatherapy massage was

farmer and look after 300 pigs. Nobody can stop someone who knows nothing about pigs from

best in the novice class and Crookham's Stuart Brown topped the intermediate class.

constant of 16 nmol. In keeping with its stronger anti-platelet aggregatory effects compared

circle - Churchill, Eden and the Chiefs of Staff - and I described the episode in The Times

rather than from those in the City. NN 4. St James's Park, south of the Mall and one

sacks of potatoes and oats, but who had not stolen the pony. They had left the paddock gate

that this ancient, centuries-old right, steeped in Anglo-Saxon tradition, should not be

people off the water tablets before you start . Yeah, yeah. Er otherwise people's blood

Valley, Victoria. HEALTH MATTERS Healthy start on the farm Are farmers responding to the

of giving fine hair a definite shape and style . A good cut can work wonders at creating

her physical health - her headaches have stopped and she feels more energetic - but has

visit, enhanced by a delightful guide who is still in love with the long-dead author. Her

the lid, scroll handles at each end and standing in four feet. There were also some

romantic look is essentially a feminine style - a reminder of days gone by and an escape

and tastes from the interference of the state . The incorporation of the European Convention

Germany, the decision to create a West German State , and the establishment of Nato provided

17th-century German manuscript relating notes, string materials and gauge numbers for a clavichord

assured him that, once he'd attained the standards she'd set for him, he could look forward

all at street level; dawn risers moving stiffly , holding carry-out coffees from early-morning

a beehive hairdo and a face like fallen stone , gave no reaction, and Joe stepped out

I wasn't with Stephen, mother. You see, Stephen and I… well, we aren't friends now. I left

bowl of hot soup and threw it at Edgar, who started screaming. Hindley immediately took hold

a disruption of foundations, order, and stability , can be identified, as follows. (

looked easy. A nice young woman was standing in front of a shop window. Not very far

pool sealant. The effect of a water staircase can be marvellous, but only when sufficient

slight. The elements of the administrative structure will be sketched as a preliminary to discussion

based upon data from nearly 1500 measuring stations and pertinent to sediment yields from basins

that Lloyd opened one meeting with these staff by declaring `this is not a democracy'.



guessed that the chairman's embarrassment stemmed from the fact that these personal questions

For many in the working-class the role of state and its agencies in the provision of housing

Renaissance canonic writing from a rhythmic standpoint , but of course the large leaps and harsh

lower octave, no woodwind doubling of the strings would be necessary, and the woodwind would

relationship between the target and context had a strong effect on performance; words which were

breathing exercises, regularly practised, strengthen the diaphragm and help students to regulate

validity of my own licence -' He tapped the steel forearm and gloved hand resting on his

to the paved patio. I seemed to remember statuary and flowers - hibiscus or something flaming

was one of the big mills and er there's still parts of it yet, in use, one of the high

relatively small, having fewer than 500 students ; and given the inevitability of cuts in

, in some respects, competes with it for students . Moreover, as the University validates

he's painting, and it's so boring. Please stay . I'd like you to talk to me.' `Well

put his hand lightly on her shoulder to steer her ahead of him through the door she jumped

sword. He had chosen to do it before the statue of Eros at Piccadilly Circus. Lorton

Mind-reader got quite nasty. Tried to do old Steenie over.' `What happened?' `Not

it was possible to determine formulae and structures , but not inductively as chemists had so
change-manager will no doubt contemplate the 
required strategy before releasing his (or her) proposals

for smaller birds of prey, as well as more strictly for the genus Accipiter. See p. 90 for

successful career. The other main strand in nineteenth-century feminism accepted

straightened up, but a moment later it returned, stronger , burning like a coal in his guts. He groaned

Ireland (1909-12), before passing top into the Staff College at Camberley in 1912. At the outbreak

greatly increasing combustion intensity and steam production. It was also the first to use

retailers and from his own shop in Harrington Street . In September 1761 he entered into an agreement

version of his name) left Copenhagen in 1654, stayed briefly in London, and then moved to Paris

Edmund Browne, also a merchant tailor of St Dunstan's. In 1584 Frances married Henry

but his churches were mainly in the Gothic style . Most of them are of the lancet type particularly
Partnership with Charles Fraser, 1813-18, and 
the Stock-in-Trade Sale 1819', Furniture History , vol. xxv

independence of mind that was to flourish so strikingly in adolescence. Initially Cornford was

. The college opened with fourteen students , in cramped premises, in October 1885.

becoming the dominating force in the Scottish steel industry, a position which they retained

futility of their actions, some miners threw stones . This was answered by the production of

way PNP appointees freed heads and senior staff for managerial tasks and facilitated classroom

state'. The only effective options for the state are to reduce concessions to the working

(that nonsense about Cleopatra's nose is strictly for sentimentalists), but it will do something

could only be democratic-bourgeois at this stage , they also said that, because of the weakness

heard the sacred name pronounced by this strange voice, Henri thrilled with joy; it seemed

him? Oh, yes, looking at this note about Straker . `Pellings chchiness'? What in the name

of `drilling' the beginners bored me into stone . ` What am I doing? I am raising my arm

hour crowding was a serious hazard, and the station was 39 per cent understaffed. An internal

feel?' Ace asked. `Embarrassed. And sticky .' Lars and Kosi laughed. Ace did

some kind of alien, and at worst, stark, staring mad. That's if he ever came near Rose Cottage

a thick skull, and from it an intact one still in satisfactory two-way communication with

beginning of Adobe's attempt to create a standard for graphics systems, now known as Display

coincided with the consolidation of the status of the medical profession, both as a privileged



brothers arose and went sleepily down the night stairs into the church. Cadfael, who could sleep

tracksuit pants that he'd been sleeping in and started to dress. Schaffer was still young

response to some secret signal. He undid the strap and lifted the lid. Most of the stuff

it as hard as a board. It were wunnerful stuff . It never wore up. It lasted them fourteen

reckoned. I'd finished! But I didn't; I stuck it. We had to put a bloke in hospital there

his companions were creeping towards the stockade 's turret, where one of the guns exploded

it, what does he find? A beautiful silver starfish , with points of light all over its body

Robinson, 1984). The growth of the Welfare State was seen to have developed diseconomies

exceptional interludes when the earth's normal stability was interrupted by some gigantic convulsion

the steward?' Donna said defiantly. Stuart Benton pushed back his coat slightly so

had conjured up visions of arcane Celtic stews bubbling mysteriously in metal vessels,

crying immediately, but what was worse, she stopped crying at home as well and felt simply

it?' `It's my home,' said my mother stiffly . `Oh silly,' said Lili. `You sound

acting as well as ever, warning him of any storm-troopers . Very soon he had retraced his steps and

drive belts with belt gum whenever they started to slip. Sharpening the blades of an eighteen-inch

highlighter. Early results of the DSR (Dream State Reactivity) - the so called, Night Jerk

feeling to develop from such shadows. Worse still to make an enemy of the Minister. Tomorrow

pushed him through before her. It was a raw, strangely sexual laugh; one he had not heard from

since 1961 falls roughly into three stages. Stoppages in the early 1960s were numerous but tended

school in London. In 1864 the family moved to St Leonards, where Florence helped her mother

by Alan Jay Lerner and Frederick Loewe. Starring Richard Burton [q.v.] and Julie Andrews

innovation. The fleet has been devised within the strict limits of a controlled budget and Blyth

much attention to the institutions of the state as to the power structure of the economy

got the impression of a bloated grey body standing about hip-high to me on four thin legs.

Most adults said the story was just a story , but most children believed it, and they

around six months to get to the quality audit stage and we were then able to invite in the

a joint decision that only one member of staff from the Department may go. If it is known

prudent investment, tight control of costs and streamlined management of our business. Joe Darby explains

receive an oral progress report. s) E15.93 Strategic Planning Guidance / The Lost Land: To note

rest of them when he left them on Epping's still rustic station, at the extreme eastern

There is no official definition or British Standard , and the description covers a multitude

Use a cotton-wool ball to apply liquids to stains as they can be slimy. Make sure your hands

Plants Association, and planted by apprentice staff of Hampton Court Palace and Gardens, which

above the garden, complete with station, store sheds, etc. The trains, which were operated

their Bohemian chandeliers and a mellow stateliness (left), but since land reforms have had

authorities argued for the retention of the status quo; second, some Conservative Members

bringing the barest bones of a song into the studio , letting the musicians bend it, stretch

sufficient to bring the war almost to a stop . When it is recognised that England may

Dressing for warmth is an important factor in St Andrews, but layering wool, cotton and

the first attempt. Subsequent periods of ` staying clean' never lasted longer than one month

with each other or in accordance with legal stipulation . Advances in commerce and the use of money

But most of the girls I find, they are so stupid . And they take from him. Take, take. That

our graduates? Let's say a former Salford student or even faculty member wanted to visit

the decisions of the Crown. However, the structure of government also contained an elaborate



the in-use setting can be recreated in the studio or whether the photography should be done

stem from some ancient tribal emblem or standard rather than the Koran" book-cover" design

companies though even then it cannot impact strongly on the very largest companies. Closed shareholding

It is one thing to speak of involving the student ," teaching concepts rather than facts",

let he who has not sinned throw the first stone ), and, as is the way with adolescent boys

no end in sight. A deputation from Stockport travelled to London on 21st May to receive

way was open for the invasion of Italy, a strategy which Churchill had advocated when he met

message) meaningfully, or would alter the story to a greater or lesser degree. It would

of students unprepared for single subject study into the universities. Indeed, as early

various police forces during the Miners' Strike indicates the close level of cooperation

reducing the effects of the crisis is the starting point. Remember that the nurse will usually

screening of the film, indicated by penile strain gauges. Their dreams showed marked differences

whereas pupils' understanding of concepts and strategies can only be inferred from behaviour.

nearly 1500 customers and 80 members of staff . Certainly there should be an academic

Odell with Washington University graduate student Laurie Weitkamp suggests that Puget Sound

consensual and coercive relationships between States . The pacta tertiis rule (which protects

extradition treaty between the requesting State and the State of detention; the crew of

Conference Inside HMS Hermes as the task force steams to the South Atlantic Celebrations as British

monks at the beginning of he 16th century. St. Trillo was a celtic saint of the sixth

Hanoi, the temptations of a pre-emptive strike , even if it was an act of desperation,

area, partly because it is difficult to study (Pugh, 1978). But difficulties of transfer

believe that this experience was to be the start of a whole new direction in my life, the

literacy, partly because of their tradition of studying `pre-literate' societies, Goody has attempted

of autonomy or power or recognition are stimulated and partly satisfied. MID-CAREER The

search for relationships between members is strongest (see Chapter 1). Members at the top of

explanations of fewer days lost through strikes , in comment on superior quality products

educational qualifications. Great weight is still given to both of these factors but since

government's degree of responsibility for the staff restructuring plans announced by the V.

the proximity of two landmarks on the same street : Rudolf Zwirner's gallery and Walther Koenig

exciting exhibition of the new season is ` Strange Developments' (to 16 October), curated

the achievement of each objective. Well stated objectives often suggest the activity necessary

cleaning. They never carried it too far and stuck to the guidelines agreed on'. The other

repair to be superimposed as a record of the state of conservation of a work of art, they

Fore, Yale Divinity School, 409 Prospect Street , New Haven, CT 06510, USA. Fax (203) 432

But language and interpretation assume a structure of values of which they form a part. Thus

by Michael Traber, WACC staff director of Studies and Publications. Professor George

On Saturday January 23 there will be a Study Day on the theme of the exhibition. Tickets

historic ascent MOUNTAIN adventurer Rebecca Stephens was yesterday thought to have set off on

Mrs Marion Leeson, take the salute as the students , in their naval uniforms, marched past

different times and very different writing styles . Michèle Roberts Daughters of the House

know I feel, but the big danger is when we stop learning and questioning: when we become

Dean Bridge beside the imposing facade of Stewarts Melville college can be found the gracious

eviction and were the organisers of the struggle . More recently accounts of women confronting

Hollywood the way he's cleaned up in rap: staying hip with his street following and making



the eyes and the switch was the nose. I'd stare at them for hours. If it wasn't light switches

against erm Southend. oh what was I saying? No stop laughing. But, I did actually go He was

that's enough. Can you put them in your stuff . No you keep them. Eh? Mm mm mm. Er, quiet

can we stop? Please! Please! Stop! Stop! Stop ! And the guy driving the truck says, no

anything's coming out. No. And you'll find your stuff 's staying there? No I kept a couple of

a page that's difficult to read? Er, it strikes me with the, with the comedy, he's trying

point is fully pleaded, we set out step by step and in relation to er restrictions how

well? Parts of it, son. Shame about the stupid didn't think it just happens. Aye. Tell

book, well past you Tracey and you had to start all over again! Oh I know! But you wanted

it round here? Boreham Wood football club Straight over? Haven't been down here for a while

end and it's beginning to dry up, but it's still very strong winds Yeah we've been told

you think oh no. You think every team you start worrying about almost every side don't

He was. Very very rough he said. He was standing with a whole load of Palace supporters.

If it's white hot we wouldn't be able to stand close to it Laura. Burn your eyes out!

find a pantomime probably sticks, really sticks to a traditional story. And they don't

she's stopped, I don't know whether Doreen still does it or whether retired from it. Oh!

and closed the door quietly behind her. He stood just within the room, looking steadily

which reflects both the relationship of the state to civil society and the internal organization

government transfers to companies (of which state enterprises absorbed about three-quarters

profoundly conditioned by the railways' status as a major state-controlled public service

where it was more important, the United States and United Kingdom, the proportion of transfers

Laura did make me laugh, cos she said she stood up and she said, I'm gonna give my talk

Mm? we'll have to stop. I think we must stop before we get right to the top. Why? I

the cans or the milk he washed out. But still , that's life! Mm. It doesn't change much

us, where we are, you know do you, on Mm. Street ? There's a big glass building next to us

evening so that's when it is in it? and just start another tape tomorrow er, are we doing

away. It's the time of year where you're starting to think I wonder if we'll be nearly finished

I'd had one one earlier on whilst I was still working but yes the lady there she made

that. Boom, boom, boom, boom, boom. It is straightforward , thirty five minutes, shall I set thirty

that there ain't much parts on the police station . Ain't there? Well all the, all the helicopters

, yeah, thanks very much. You know if he starts throwing up or well you, you think he seems

dear. I'm still no nearer Georgie. Eh? I'm still no nearer. Still you can decide what you

they? Yeah hang on four, five, hang on I'm still going Shell aargh mine's disgusting as

catapults. It says youths have also thrown stones and bottles, and that lives were in danger

documentary videos, and follow their advice to stay on the right side of the law. They just

for their reports. His solicitors are now studying the latest allegations. And if the

report follows KIM BARNES/Abingdon Insp STEPHEN
WAGSTAFF/Thames Valley Police ANDREW 
YOUNG/Browning

there are other factors to blame. St Aldates hundred or so parishioners already

issues greeting him during this campaign. He strongly denied accusations that Conservative policies

2000 more require investigation. Read in studio A police force is testing a new laser

with a court bill of up to £200 if they're stopped by the police. Teenagers like Kelly say

two weeks. The north-bound carriageway is still closed to traffic. We'll bring you up to

in town. Time allowed = 00:40 Read in studio Good Evening: ANNE DAWSON WESLEY SMITH

film. Shadowlands is described as a story of epic love. It deals with Lewis's love



Ceaucescu was overthrown, but Romania is still struggling to overcome the legacy of decades

Newport. Video-Taped report follows Read in studio Voice over And finally, a pensioner with

that golden era of aviation. Read in studio More than six hundred men and women braved

keeping watch on the Falcon chick. Read in studio Welcome back. Now to the final part of

netting moths from a microlight Read in studio A convoy of vintage Rolls-Royce cars

Kill' affair. But her own life was often stranger than any action-packed fiction plot. She

groups is thin on the ground. Source The Stevens Inquiry and the conviction of UDA/UFF intelligence

industry. Through the sale of the store 's charity Christmas cards and Government

without hesitation.' FRUSTRATION: Steve Backley BASEBALL - American League

World Cup finals in Sydney. Now the 11 strong Ulster contingent from that ill-fated Polish

the lights with the smug so and so who was stuck to your bumper a mile back, with all the

into the side. Brynamlwg hope that student 's Dominic Farr and Vijen Patel can bolster
Association is demanding written proof of 
Barnes' status both in this country and New Zealand.

of the Walker Art Gallery look on as the statue Death of Virginia is cleaned by experts

very, frightening. What we have to say is, straight from Essex Police if that happens to you

for letting her not take her fall. He's a stupid . Oh sorry. No its not Oh yeah, right we

Health and Safety Executive. The right to stop the job has to be our campaign cry, lay

is as original except for a sort of Aga stove in the kitchen which they use as their

don't know. Twenty nine on there. Right. Still , seven out of twenty nine is What I'm saying

of tar then scatter shovels full of loose stones on top of it. This happened to me

believe that we have made real progress in starting to do just that.' Upgrading He also

came in the wake of two recent attacks on St Patrick's GAA Club on Portaferry's Ballyfounder

Service. The decision to take a firm stand comes after local councillors revealed

worry. This is the fifth time the Cut Price store in Springbank has been broken into.

marked at regular intervals. Braille Stark black controls and print against a white

Only a miracle can get us to the United States next summer now. But whatever happens
thoroughly surveyed by Marketing and 
Engineering staff . In this exercise the Marketing Department

Rally date: Lancashire area NUM president Steve Sullivan will address a rally in support

can be taken by those pupils with a poor Standard Grade or pupils picking up the subject.
hand-basket therefore we are producing a new 
sign stating a `Maximum of 8 Items'. A CLOSER LOOK

as tomatoes and raised £616. Two CWMBRAN staff took part in a 24 hour sponsored famine

and that. Yes. You know cos the rain won't stop all day. And I said to them I said I watched
wagonettes used to erm be stationed up by 
Albion Street , to take er shopping and, and er and Rushbrooks

for you Right. er to see where the actual statistics were go were got from. Cos we were working

them, as the two tinies. Yes. They were stationed at a poli number two police station, which

emerges that it was a real problem, that steps should have been taken, that research elsewhere

about children with special needs. These statements don't simply classify a child as falling

're not under the pressure of being in the studio , which after all for them is alien territory

residents are still concerned about Oxford Stadium 's operations, er on particular occasions

are close to zero, for formation of single strand helices. On this basis we can simplify

down. If things were out in the open - and St Mirren did offer to meet any condition

Tom Mooney, returned the compliment when Strang was in Scotland last summer. Unlucky

and invention, though had an abundance of straight runners with the habitual powerful frames



construction company, to build offices on 
Russell Street car park beside the inner ring road.

is a general acceptance that any stepping stone plan for next season must accommodate the

first full international appearance from the start . Celtic's John Collins will definitely

left-hand dog-leg. As Montgomerie - whose staple shot is, of course, the fade - settled

held accountable for as long as the command stands unrescinded. As Rushdie himself argues,

has been told that she could stay on the staff if she accepts demotion to ordinary lecturer

at the discrepancies between the public statements and the actions of the Scottish Secretary

case of throw it at the wall and see what sticks (perhaps in the public sector they really

create traffic chaos, with more than 1,000 steers having to be put through a race at Borderway

Khasbulatov, made it clear that the power struggle was far from over, and outside the parliament

like Michael Winner's True Crime and Crime Story in which real crimes were used to create

operating in the area then the sooner they are stopped the better.' Last night a Scottish

elements found to bind sequence specific single stranded nucleic acid and their homology to the

Liberals/Tories. The closure of the steel works and the declining coal mines saw

pressure car wash machine worth £500 has been stolen from a compound in Chesnut Street, Darlington

themselves, but the pancakes weren't in an edible state afterwards. Most of them were being scraped

for confusion. A little further down the street is a second, somewhat older Regent House

Hackworth is in danger of running out of steam , according to a secret report. Just

area has been given the go-ahead. The study will look at how life can be improved for

on their way home and had made an early start to get back in time to play in a Sunday

swing in St Christopher's Park, Richmond Street , Middlesbrough. AS IF life at Westminster

Eleanor Street, Wigan, went to the local station at Ashton-in-Makerfield after her brother

investment into Wales had been the success story of the Welsh economy throughout the 1980s

Llanerchgoediog, Bryncrug, near Tywyn, is no stranger to the FUW head office scene in Aberystwyth

hoping the speedy brindle can retain the Steel City Cup, which it won, along with a £2,000

Leisure Centre last night. He forced Steve Hurcombe of Lambton Street into first round

at the club. `But I had reached the stage where I found it difficult to be motivated

election campaign .' Mr Sands stressed that he would have taken the same view

Dartmoor for many, many years erm was telling stories of things that had actually happened True

home - but were told they would have to stay . `It should have been the best holiday

, and Mr Major had each given misleading statements at different times. `The Government

railway worker abused his stepdaughter and two
step-
granddaughters in a 12-year reign of terror. The

bedroom. The curtains were closed, the room stuffy with the smell of socks and sweat. The

shape when seen from the air is like a bit stuck on a bigger bit. From A Scientific Encyclopedia

phenomenon. THE LITTLE OLD GUARD A strange apparition was witnessed by a lady about

country are against hunting in any form but we still have to pay in our rates for the cost of

Versace campaign with Linda Evangelista, Stephanie Seymour and Naomi Campbell. Like Kate he

of fracture - which makes trees able to stand up to the buffetings of life and which

build up dangerous differences in swelling strains so that we had comparatively little trouble

energy left over from the Big Bang. The Steady State Theory floundered on for a few more

yeast increasing the size of dough still stands . Meaning It is exactly the same with

the discomfort in getting there. You can start to regard yourself as someone who has great

clearly than Wheatley, he identified the gold standard policies of the Treasury and the City of

45 players. Under the violinists Johann Stamitz and Christian Cannabich, the orchestra



the visit of Boro. Souness said: ` Stewart has not really started his Liverpool career

Colin Murphy. Jobson said: `If they started supporting the team we might win a few

and country, founded on a basic pyramid structure of after-school games for schoolboys, healthy

semi-automatic' push buttons, the third being for stopping the lift at any desired point. The only

34 as Warwickshire slid to 121 for five - still 482 behind. Victory will ensure that

she took a keen interest in anything the students were doing. I was chatting to her one lunch-time

the Canadian government in Vancouver, has still to decide whether or not he can continue

weatherproof fabric, but heavy by today's standards . Cotton threads expand in the wet which

look-up tree, which means that the dawg structure mentioned in chapter three becomes viable

bulk of users - housewives, businessmen, students , physicians, truck drivers, and athletes

my wife and I a lot of comfort. We know Stewart has helped someone, which is so typical

top of him. Dozens of drivers had stopped in the lay-by and thousands driven past
FRINGE BENEFIT: Tessa I'M PRINCE 
CHARLES'S STUBBLE

(BELIEVE IT OR NOT) UNVEILED: THE 
UNSHAVEN

SPOKESWOMAN AFTER THE BAN Drugs 
ban on Olympic stars may be lifted We're hoping - Andy has been

With Phil Silvers, Kenneth Williams and a staked-out
Jim Dale MIRROR MONEY CLAMP DOWN ON 
CAR

brochure write to Red Funnel Ferries, 12 Bugle Street , Southampton, SO9 4LJ or for more information

David James. With costly building work still to be done, Liverpool are faced with their

fully settled. Carrying anything by land was still expensive, even in settled areas, and was

over 2,300 units. The new 3533 XLR line of stations comes in nine models offering a variety

and software based upon its open systems standards , and that over 500 branded products are

of those discharged from their care, with staff opting more often for supported accommodation

payments behaviour should be treated with strong scepticism. The really intriguing historical

leadership bonuses which apply to the main unit. State troops are included in the army lists as

does reinforce the need for detailed local statistics , with ethnicity recorded by personal report
MONEY DOWN THE DRAIN Under co-
founder Steve Hui, Fremont-based Everex Systems Inc,

the pupils themselves. Where domination strategies are a pervasive feature of the culture

or so will be used to repay debt. Bear, Stearns & Co Inc and Unterberg Harris will co-manage

the dark but it had struck a target. He stood up slowly, asked if they would like coffee

three minutes remaining when Mel Mattless struck the equaliser. Sean Duffett had given

however hard you polish. Once you've finished steam cleaning the windows, simply switch off

finance Sizewell C, proposals for which are still on the drawing board awaiting a decision

less than popular with Liberal Democrat Steve Cawley. `They've been encouraging

acronyms and unique terminology. Define IBM's strategic architectures. Position IBM's products

flat! `Various Arias are my `second string ' choice, and then there are always situations

the first five keys, if moved up one half step , will share the same starting form. Not

solo than a bass part, though he does still strongly outline the changes, as we will see. The

in dispute about the next stage. As the star is incandescently hot plasma (i.e. ionised

anyone honestly claim they have? But there's still much scope for innovation on the dry (or

whole separate pool: in this instance, the stress factor does not apply. Many ailments

, he'll write a guitar part for a guitar strung with six E strings, just the same note

such a self-centred approach as selfish or stand-offish - that is too bad. It is a question of

we began last month by featuring double stops that have been derived from chords.

public subscription. The large rectory in Staithes Road is now a private house. A board



selling direct, either through their own stores or by mail order, which will keep prices

been doing today is working on the low B strings in conjunction with our latest invention

back pickup - and generally it copes with styles from driving rock to funky, thumb rattling

working setup for the bass player who's started to practise with a band, and who hopes

and reach all the way back to hit the top string at the seventh fret with my first finger

whose outputs are put into a high impedance state when either pin or pin is set high. When

plains had taken the Mau Mau oath. This staggering figure could not easily be explained away

Point , shown on 2 February 1971. Based on a story by Harry Nilsson, it told of a father competing

unshiftable, or so I thought! My exercise class students witnessed the low fat diet's remarkable

weeds' from my life has made for a less stressful lifestyle and I actually look forward to

Gladiators presenter ULRIKE JONSONN! CAT STEVENS , or erstwhile Muslim YUSUF ISLAM, has become

they're fairly interchangeable in mood, style and tempo… I'm a firm believer in trusting

apparent model, Jordan's own Mona Lisa . It is still a thoughtful, finely acted and daringly

You can't really dance to it but you can stomp to it. Glitter techno, that's what I'm

black hole, maybe we can retrace the giant steps for mankind which led us here. Set the

that one. The Orb: great record, great sticker
PUBLIC NME ROCKING AT THE RUBY DOOBY 
DO

brain, a gang of studey types overloaded on steroids and early '80s angst. I guess that

result, together with its rainstorm finale, still manages to cast a gaunt and dramatic shadow

the mat. `My secretary told me you'd rung. Stupid woman - I'd told her to put you through

things , footplate brushes. Soon in stock will be `barrell' oil feeders and `double

threat has passed. To start unravelling stress `from the bottom' they may invent or seek

worked in the Hall, when Mrs Fields was off Staff Nurse Robins, the next in line, took her

excursion into landscape is provided by his oil study of `A deer shoot at night' (private collection

and $800,000 for a 1935 Rufina Tamayo ` Still Life with Watermelons' sold by Mary-Anne

it must be at least fifteen years since I stayed here for any length of time… Yes, I had

`Aren't you coming over now?' `Not straight away. There's time yet. Come and see me

get up from the table to make coffee or stir the fire, even just raise your head to

do not have meaning for us in virtue of standing for objects with which we become acquainted

only one on the upper surface. Even more striking , only the bulls of the Asian species carry

single motif cams, can use this but you still have to bring the needles forward to HP

words, if retirement, in either informal or structured versions, has existed throughout history

the nice white folks from Georgia who now stood blinking in the bright sunlight beside

unguarded and your doors unlocked, as you still can in the country areas of Greece (Davies

sketch I made in 1953 when I was still a student . Moira Huntly, Paddington circa 1953

Something terrible happened'.' `What do I start with, then?' Nan was impatient. `

could only be flattered to take part in a state visit. So it was arranged. The bizarre

1745-1829), who was at one time rector of Stoke Abbott in Dorset. Outside the village rises
employment by a Birmingham stockbroker 
(George Stephens , a former Warwickshire cricket captain)

further $15 billion on its plans for space station Freedom. The White House would not countenance

than one effector by virtue of its subunit structure and that more than one G protein, such

hydrogen bonds were included in the final structure calculations based on the identification

freeholders in this situation did not scruple to state their position quite bluntly. In the autumn

another, and turned off his torch as he stepped out of the cupboard. Seven pairs of eyes

grim irony if the charges against Mr Perez stick . Alongside his economic reforms, he has



making sure that everything they produce is strictly kosher. But tensions are not far

relationships. In particular, the straightforward application of goal planning or Individual

international politics has developed into a struggle between competing ethnic groups; the United

disciplined four-year plans, they say, are streets ahead of the budgeting in most other government

joined a crowd of youngsters around a hotdog stall at two o'clock in the morning. `When do

here last. Had Gamut street fallen, and a steel phallus risen in its place? `Where

pitiful wails of the pair echoing over the still waters as the ships sailed back into the

behind a grotesquely warped arch that was strung with ropes of cobweb like a harp, a scum

date. For anal intercourse use an `Extra Strong ' or `Super Strong' condom. Read and follow

or alternatively experienced in applied statistics - the preference is for both. International

said: `It's possible.' But it struck him as unlikely. For a murderer in a hurry

with me…?' She stopped and blushed at the stupidity of the question, adding quickly, `You work

Warrior and HMS Victory . There are numerous stately homes nearby including Petworth House with

However, we all know what it is like to start something entirely new and to be told at

could occur involving not only the Beida students but those from nearby campuses and even

on them. Being an extra in other people's star turns wasn't a good way of graduating to

into girls'. He settled down with a dance student called Jane, then `one day I was sitting

the accoutrements of clubbing - `I can't stand being under strobes no more, do me head

the address on page 3 Velcro Sew 'n' Stick A useful item in the Velcro range is

very successful, both in appearance and in standing up to the wear small children give their

jams in the hole. so, unless you have very strong arms, get a hefty friend or workman to

lives (Tobin and Lieberman, 1976). This study showed that the anticipation and the worry

Dolphin Server holds a 75% stake in the new start up - employees get the remainder - and

variation on the ring topology is the ` star ' topology, where either the file server

least some foreign countries. Sometimes the struggle for political autonomy stimulated a search

nevertheless more than lives up to its name. Staying almost wholly above the 3,000ft contour

individualists are anxious to explain social states of affairs as the outcome of individual

by the French is put down to Charles V's stubbornness ; the lackadaisical course of the war with

Gate is completed. Its fearsome appearance strikes terror into the hearts of the Elves' enemies

alongside the house and carry on over three stiles to the stream. Cross it by the stone bridge

running through the fabric, giving extra tear strength without increasing the weight. ZIPS

represented in part of a brain one can neither stimulate the right combination of elements, nor

is unlikely to affect many people. For a start , anyone with an existing Section 226 policy

family. To protect themselves. The only strange thing was their outfits. ` `Cossack

so much the better, but the bottom spit stays down, and the second row top spit goes

elegantly handsome in white breeches and silk stockings , black dancing shoes, and a gold-frogged

Watch , the leading organisation for the study and conservation of these fun loving and

Leavisism creeping through the back door in this stubbornly middle-class liking for disengaged moralising

recorded: `Spent last night sleeping on a stretcher in the bus at dispersal point. There was

her quarters. A great cheer went up as he started hitting the ball around, the merest tap

and cultural condition in which Scotland still finds itself. This is as fine and ambitious

you have a little experience. Rigid frame steerables can stand vertically on the frame ends,

the ground, though seventy of the 72 F-16s stationed there had been flown out prior to the hurricane

been saved, thank God - or, rather, thank Steve Pyle.' `But it's not true,' protested



for a fundamental re-appraisal of Labour's strategy is a simple matter of arithmetic. The party

again on `… sy.'' It was terrible. I stopped until an urgent, `Go on, lass, go on, you

should be reformed urgently in order to stem the tide of suicides and murders, according

latter to an `untidy' one, and management strategies differ. In a shearing injury there

neck, a knee-length black T-shirt and black straw sandals. From her right ear there dangled

all over with it. Fact: whenever the NME staff get all babyish and gooey over a band,

THERE IS a notice hung at the side of the stage which reads: `You are in an area where

can include gentle mobility work, passive stretching movements and physical stimulation.

these angry feelings are projected into shop stewards . To be sure, the chances are that particular

the point in signing a striker to sell a striker ? Honour `We now have a competitive

Flat miler Bold Boss's ability to stay a stiff two miles. Major Bugler was just

corner and you don't agree with it, you still have to defend it,' he said. `And we have

with an improved offer after rejecting a staggering £3.3m bid, and Keegan could offer transfer-listed

decisive move involving Dennis Wise and Stuart . Spurs grabbed a consolation just

one-day jamboree. Hearn blasts absent Benn Steve Acteson NIGEL BENN was yesterday attacked

from non-EC financial services firms. The statement makes clear that sanctions will be used

HUNDREDS of animals were treated by St Tiggywinkle's hospital for dehydration

working on his own behalf, but felt that staying out of the profession would not be sensible

Nigel Atkinson, Head of Listing, London Stock Exchange, London EC2N 1HP. The Stock Exchange

Pedro the Cruel of Castile'. But what of the Stamford custom? The tradition, as related

growth of central authority and regional stability in later Saxon Sussex can be overestimated

Isle of Man. At the time of writing, the status of Andorra and San Marino remains uncertain

was paid for the freedom of estate agent Stephanie , 25, who was seized in January as she showed

reason to doubt the essentials of the girl's story . `Why anyone should wish to carry

Inspector, `Middle of the day, well-used street , and no bugger saw anything, not even the

of the company's main pension fund as it stood on January 1 1993. The valuation was undertaken

excessive number of applicants so that the next stage of a paper sift is also economical.

filter before the pump you don't need a strainer . If the water passed through the pump first

pepper and cook for a further 1 minute, stirring . Add the tomatoes, beans and sugar

stir in the warm milk. Return to pan and stir over a low heat until it thickens and just

very good sketcher, evident by the early stages of the demonstration piece! Even drawing

where there was some interest. The children stand around the leader in a semi-circle and
Champagne' and `Champagne Deuxième Zone', 
was still unsolved and an amended law was passed

'll enjoy the lecture after mine, then. Mr Stewart is going to describe the battle

that two-thirds of obstetricians in the States have been sued at least once in their lives

was sitting near me with Lee, an elective student from Illinois. I believe they went out

affected The Silmarillion , but show up more strongly in the Unfinished Tales . One was

discrimination against them in favour of state-run firms, and the fact that the charges which

she said, setting the coffee pot on the stove . She took out the electric beater and arranged

lane to another on the road. And now Mrs Stych stood rather dazedly inside the front door

tight and too short, exhibiting a generous stretch of hairy legs. Isobel stifled a strong

Gold] and an enforcer, my business partner Steve [Barnes, a lawyer], and we work well together

parents to Aids. Drugs, racial tension, street crime and a massive urban underclass are

Teviot, unfurling the proud Lion Rampant standard . Ramsay spent a busy hour placing



were amended to allow haulage operations to start at 5 am and continue until 9 pm at the

was late July, hot, sultry and uncannily still . Presently a woman came out of the

do other people's dirty washing and she stayed at the fish shop all the war years.

that your `move' was a `STOOP TO CONQUER' stunt . We know you were `soft soaping us' Appleton

Harrods, Boots and many large department stores offer free make-up consultations so just

shipments of the material, which is thinner, stronger and more rugged than traditional aluminium

surface of the platter, it reckons it can store 1.5Gb in a 2.5&ins; disk drive. Long experience

demand - when two new plants come on full stream in the middle of next year, annual output

steam and noise. Bobbie climbed on to the step of the engine - but at that moment, the

the Rock n' Rollers and the Buckeroos) is studied against a background of societal bilingualism

huge chunks of the recent past. Bits of her story had disappeared as she had told it.

lading and precedes his signature with a statement that shipment is subject to charter party

small performance bonus for running the station , whereas the less risk-averse are offered

to look into the matter. He waylaid Stella in the paint-frame where she had been sent

smell an advantage.' He didn't tell Stella he had been asked to the football match

sent Bunny up to Percy Street. The biology student opened the door. He hadn't seen O'Hara

the airline before meeting Branson. At one stage , Fields had threatened to pull out of the

dimension, or they might not have any array-like structure at all. In the brain, the olfactory system

anticipated given the nature of the Secretary of State 's response to the Structure Plan. However

may have considerable problems regarding structural repair. Between 1979 and 1987 more than

year also saw a fair number of attempts to stimulate the UK market - introductory offers of

although with a little of its `clerical collar' still clean. See the white mark on its neck?

violence of men against women since they do not state the sex of the victim.) However, the statistics

number of factors, for example, the age structure of the two groups and the kind of industry

Minton and imprinted with his own personal style . His drawings again register the pleasure

must learn to handle lectures as the first step towards a fruitful co-operation with the

names of all the English officers who had stayed there during the war, lived beneath the

was expecting twins. The only member of staff with any authority was Muhammad, a boy

requirement the offence will extend to ordinary stealing by taking property from another's possession

pages 6 to 13 form part of these financial statements . Source Comments Accounting policies

Yep. We , pupil, teacher, date does that still apply? Yes, it does doesn't it? Yes. I

intention if I recall correctly was to give er stewards Yeah as the key people Aha Yes the the

at all. . . Erm yeah. I mean er I'll I'll still need them to come to me for er entering

and let's start with a question, a pretty straightforward one. Are you enjoying life at the moment

even like sorry, erm your not like getting start again, start again getting attacked in

Charles III. Thus it was Floridablanca, a stiff bureaucrat, who planned the road system

, and some of the émigrés returned. Each stage of the occupation had its specific brand

researcher Jacques Cousteau selected him as the still photographer for the research ship Calypso

theories in the light of available observation statements . It was also urged that science should

egalitarian sense of solidarity quite unlike the stratified society outside. It was this which fuelled

investigations of the three institutions they studied and found strong evidence that proletarianization

Although the recruiter had obviously bathed, he still exuded the faint mustiness of the habitual

attractors. Virtually all possible initial states of a dissipative system are in the basin

topic, and give you a first taste of the strategy in practice. Only a Review/Recall Stage



warm day of summer. Lyn went first up the stairs and into the set of big, shabby rooms with

would they s stand on a corner or or Yeah stand yeah stand anywhere and fellow with his

could do the job, I could have it. So I started there and they put me on a month's trial

Blackpool when, in fourteen, when the War started . Went to Blackpool one or or on one or

reversed your procedure and went back to the stalls and took the lines down and cleared up

definitely the strength of the pound. The pound sterling was very strong against the dollar and

other chemicals from Merck. Bacterial strains and plasmids E.coli strain RP4182 (source

can be marketed, and the same should be a statutory requirement for implants. Manufacturers

Additional requirements for inclusion in the study were age under 75 years, life expectancy

on your screen, let's step out in style… Step 1 First of all, turn on the paragraph markers

- New Electronic Snaps, the artist uses still video cameras and colour copiers to make

hypoglycaemia may be poor, with one study showing biochemical confirmation in less

eye. Erected in 1912, it commemorates a strange event in Zurich history. In 1292, the Habsburgs

regarded as the province exclusively of the statutory sector now fall into the voluntary sector
secondary education. These changes mean that, 
in studying the emergence of Britain's underclass,

intercessor is in fact a vaguely humanoid stalagmite , which I suppose bears out what I was saying

students found studying physics challenging and stimulating . The problem was more one of having to

students was more concerned with assessing students ' grasp of a discourse, their ability to

stops; hospitalization for broken bones, stitches and broken noses is not uncommon. The extent

racial meanings are inferred rather than stated openly, these new forms are distinguished

group arguing for cultural relativism in the strongest form. Very often, these mutually unintelligible

of menu on offer. In other words, modular structures do not pose any major threat to subject

fundamental and, therefore, a defining aspect of structural change. The empirical study of the new

all NUM members out at the start of the strike , and the great majority were still out

relation is many-to-one if several elements can stand in that relation to some other element,

Earth Commander is ready now.' Bel stood up. `You can see Earth Commander now,'

playgroup/speak fluent French. And when Steven
learned that Annabelle/Annabelle's 
father/mother/brother

and the air as warm as wool. A shooting star fell towards the city's crown of lights

was both edible and nourishing. We were still hostages, but being better looked after

him to do something. All around, his men stood or sat, looking at their rifles, and wondering

taken completely by surprise when twelve stone of lean muscle powered into him at snake-like

anything that you want?' Mary came a step nearer to him, and her voice shook a little

out of my mind. I fell down and my body started shaking. A grey thing came out from

felt almost normal again. On Saturdays, she stayed in bed late - although as Josh bounced

unbalanced, going too fast to stand up. Her face stung ; she scrubbed handfuls of wind-blown snow

arrival in Brobdingnag, we left the farm and started our journey to the capital. As before,

living for ever! And how especially lucky the Struldbrugs are! Disease, disaster, and death can never

the judiciary is an integral part of the state system, which affects, often profoundly

immediate future of relative demographic stability , because it is so crucial and because our

I can't. I mean, I've thought of lots of stuff , but nothing -' `But you're not telling

Luney, a basket in one hand, primping her stiff hair with the other, meandered towards

talons grasped the mesh of the cage, her beak strained at the front as if she knew that something

possible further period, if the Secretary of State on the advice of the local review committee


